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Letter from the Editors

Hi Scrapbookers,

If you’re like us, then you love to keep the memories of good times alive. Continue taking pictures of
your kids’ birthday parties and those fun softball games during the summer. Start the new year with
happy memories. Make some fabulous simple scrapbook layouts to share with your friends and family.
It’s always such a nice thing to be able to go back through memory lane.
The team at FaveCrafts has put together this great eBook just for you. In it you can find all sorts of
scrapbook layouts, pages and ideas. It’s a great thing to get creative and design your pages.
Happy Scrapping!
You can find more scrapbook ideas, free crochet patterns, free knitting patterns, craft projects and
extensive decorating ideas at www.FaveCrafts.com.

Our eBooks, like all our craft projects, are absolutely FREE to members of our crafting community.
Please feel free to share with family and friends and ask them to sign up at our website for our
free e-mail newsletter.

Happy Scrapping,

The Editors of FaveCrafts
www.FaveCrafts.com
www.FaveCraftsBlog.com
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Birthday and Summer Scrapbook
Pages
Happy Birthday Scrapbook Page
By: Epson America
Disorganized and don't know what to do
with all those photos? Create a lovely
scrapbook page. Remember those great
birthday parties with these cute birthday
scrapbook pages. It'll be so fun to look back
at.

Birthday-Themed Pattern Pages:
1. Click on a favorite patter n to open as a
.jpg, or import t it into your preferred
program. If you want to print 12" x 12"
you will need a wide for mat printer
such as the Epson Stylus Photo 1280,
1400 or the R1800 (for 12" x 12" edgeto-edge printing), and 12" x 12"
PremierArt™ Matte Scrapbook Photo
Paper for Epson.
2. Print your patterned page. Remember
to choose the correct paper size and
paper typesetting in your printer drive.

Birthday-Themed Scrapbook Pages:
1. Click on the provided background pages
to open as .jpg, or import t into your
preferred layout or photo editing program.

Note:

Materials:
(Not all are required) For printing:







Steps:

PremierArt ™ Matte Scrapbook Photo
Paper for Epson (letter or 12" x 12")
Epson Matte Paper Heavyweight (letter)
or Epson Double-Sided Matte Paper
(letter)
Epson Photo Quality Ink Jet Paper
(letter) or Epson Premium Bright White
Paper
Epson Stylus Photo Printer

In order to print the 12" x 12" size page, you
will need to use a wide for mat printer, such
as the Epson Stylus Photo 1280, 1400 or the
R1800 (for 12" x 12" edge-to-edge printing),
and 12" x 12" PremierArt ™ Matte
Scrapbook Photo Paper for Epson.

2. Open or import t the coordinating files
and embellishments (in .png for mat) and
add them to your layout. Use the project
photo as a guide for your pages. Add your
digital photos and crop or size to fit.
3. Personalize your pages with headlines,
names and journaling.
4. Your personalizing is complete! Print
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your pages. Remember to choose the correct
paper size and paper typesetting in your
printer driver.
5. Embellish your pages if desired.

Note:

For maximum achievability, we recommend
printing your pages onto PremierArt™
Matte Scrapbook Photo Paper for Epson.
Printed with Epson inks and stored in an
album, your pages will last up to 200 years,
so that all of your efforts can be enjoyed for
generations to come.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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I Scream for Ice Cream
By: DecoArt
Learn how to make your own scrapbook
page. With ice cream and sprinkles all over
the page you'll just want to keep making
more. This scrapbook page is great for ice
cream socials or parties.







Cellulose sponge
Paper towels
Glue stick or double-stick tape
Sheet protector
Lavender scrapbook paper, invitation or
announcement

Steps:
PAINTING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Apply Mocha Creme in "V" shape on
sheet protector. Use edge of palette
knife to make ridges in cone both
vertically and horizontally.
2. Add Cashmere Pink on top of Mocha
Creme edge and spread with palette
knife to resemble ice cream scoop.
Repeat with White and Sea Mist. Let dry
completely.

Materials:






Paper Perfect
o PP01 - Mocha Creme
o PP04 - Sea Mist
o PP05 - Cashmere Pink
o PP07 - White
Paper Effects
o PE03 - Silver Pearl
o PE08 - Pink Pearl
o PE11 - Peacock Gold
o PE12 - Black Pearl
Palette Knife
o DT02 - Palette Knife

3. Position and adhere invitation to
lavender page with glue stick. Adhere
ice cream cone.
4. Use Silver Pearl to draw squiggle lines
along top and bottom of page. Repeat
around title. Draw dashes for sprinkles
on ice cream and stitching along
invitation edge.
5. Use Black Pearl to do lettering.
6. Use Pink Pearl to make cherry on top of
ice cream and Peacock Gold to make
cherry stem.

Travel and Vacation Scrapbook Pages

Supplies:

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Travel Brag Book
By: C & T Publishing
You love your children, we do too. Now is
your chance to brag about them and show
them off. Create this cute carry along book
in only six steps. It's a great scrapbooking
project that you'll love having on you.

1. On your floral scrapbook paper as well
as your pink cardstock, trace your purse
shape using the blank board book as a
guide.
2. Cut the shapes from the paper.
3. Glue the paper purse shapes onto the
blank board book with the floral paper
on the front and back of the purse and
the 12 pink shapes on the inside.
4. Glue the 7 photo rectangles in place,
centered on 7 of the board book pages.
Cut pictures down to size and glue in
place.
5. Decorate the remaining pages with the
poem, 3D flower stickers, words, ribbon
and crystals.
6. Use a piece of grosgrain ribbon to tie
closed.

Materials:











7 rectangles 3” x 5” for photo frames
2 sheets of 12” x 12” floral scrapbook
paper
12 sheets of 8 1/2″ x 11” sheets of solid
pink card stock
Poem printed on cardstock and cut into
five sections
Assorted grosgrain ribbons, 3D flower
stickers, stickers, and words for
decorating
Glue
Scissors
Pencil
Blank Board Book – Purse shape

Author Shannon Mullen-Dennis recently
created the most adorable brag book using
our Ready-to-Go!® Blank Board Book
Purse. She made the book to celebrate the
birth of a new baby girl, but suggests it
would also be perfect for weddings,
birthdays and more. Keep reading for her
step by step instructions to make your own
brag book.

Steps:

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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For more C & T projects click here!
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Tropical Memories Scrapbook
Cover
By: Diamond Tech
This Tropical Memories Scrapbook Cover is
perfect for your summer photos or to
commemorate your last beach vacation. This
will be a keepsake you will want to save
forever!

Materials:











Jennifer’s Mosaics Sunburst Pre-Cut
Jennifer’s Mosaics Charmers - Variety
Mix
PVA (polyvinyl acetate) glue or mosaic
glue
Jennifer’s Mosaics Wheeled Glass
Nippers
Wooden Memory Book Kit
Small Paint Brush
Acrylic Paints
Pencil
Jennifer’s Mosaics Stained Glass Chips
(Teal)
Carbon Transfer Paper or Scissors
(optional)

Directions:

1. Get your area ready! Cover work area
with newspaper to protect surface from
splatters. Place the Wooden Memory
Book on the newspaper. Prepare the
Wooden Memory Book surface
following the manufacturer’s directions.
Do not attach hinges at this time. Store
in a safe place for later use.
2. Start Painting! Paint the entire Memory
Book with a basic white primer. Once
the primer is dry, paint the entire
Memory Book with a light blue acrylic
paint (such as Delta Ceramacoat, Blue
Heaven).
3. Use Pattern as a Guide! Lightly sketch
or transfer the pattern onto book. To
transfer the design, tape carbon
transfer paper and enlarged pattern in
place. Do not outline individual waves,
as nipped glass pieces will vary in size
and may not conform exactly to
pattern.
4. Place Precut! Using PVA glue or mosaic
glue, adhere precut into place.
5. Cut Stained Glass Chips! In order to
create waves, center glass chip
between the blades of the nipper, and
nip. Follow this procedure and nip both
of the previously nipped glass chips into
two more pieces. Each strip should be
about 1/8” wide. You should get about
4 strips out of each 3/4” glass chip.
(Photo shows strips ending
approximately 2” from the bottom of
the book). Arrange glass wave into your
desired position and glue into place.
6. Paint The Picture! Now you can begin
painting the details. This is your
opportunity to be creative! You may
use the pattern below or let your
imagination flow. If painting is not
where your passion lies, you may
choose to use pre-cuts or perhaps

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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create the palm tree with stained glass
chips. You may also choose to place
snapshots into the scene for a more
personalized look.
7. Finish up! If you have decided to follow
the pattern, it is now time to glue the
stars into place. Place a small dot of
PVA glue or mosaic glue to the back of
each star and secure in place.
8. Put it together! Now that your
masterpiece is created, it is time to put
the book together. Follow the
manufacturer’s directions for
assembling your Wooden Memory
Book.
9. Enjoy!

Increase Pattern by 575%
Finished size: 10 5/16 x 11 14/16

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Special Moments Layouts
"Finally a Teen" Scrapbook Page

Steps:
1. Trim barcode strip off of the Bluebird
paper.

By: BasicGrey

2. Cut Kettle Paper down to 11”x11”.

Commemorate that special coming-of-age
with this pretty scrapbook layout.

3. Cut one sheet of the Monarch paper to 11
1/4” x 8” round the top left hand corner.
4. Take the bottom half of the Monarch
paper and cut to 3”x 11 1/2” and round the
bottom right had corner.
5. Cut Milk sheet to 7”x 9 1/4” .
6. Cut Morning Glory paper to 5 1/4” x 6
3/4”.
7. Cut Petticoat into thin strip about 11
1/2”x1”.
8. Take second sheet of the Monarch paper,
using a cutting mat and craft knife with a
sharp blade. Carefully cut out the yellow,
pink, and blue butterfly with a small edge.

Supplies:
















2 Sheets BasicGrey Urban Prairie
Monarch
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Petticoat
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Morning Glory
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Milk
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Bluebird
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Kettle
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Alpha stickers
BasicGrey Urban Prairie Chip sticker
Alphas
Photos
Black Pen
Glue
Craft Knife
Scissors
White Pen
Cutting Mat

9. Apply the Kettle paper on top of the
Bluebird paper leaving about a 1/2” edge.
10. Adhere the 11 1/4" sheet of Monarch
paper to the top portion of the black sheet.
11. Adhere the 7” sheet of the Milk paper 1”
inside the Monarch paper.
12. With scalloped scissors, cut Petticoat
paper in a wave. Apply to the bottom
portion of the Milk paper.
13. Adhere the 3” Monarch paper to the
bottom portion on the bottom half of the
Petticoat paper.
14. Adhere you 5 x 6 1/2” photo on to the
Morning Glory paper.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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15. Place in the bottom left portion of the
page.
16. Adhere the other photo to the upper right
hand corner.
17. Add the chip alpha’s above the large
picture.
18. Add the stars on top of two of the letters.
Use a white pen to add detail to the T and
the N.
19. Add the alpha stickers just above the
chip alphas.
20. Take the cut out butterflies and fold the
two whole butterflies in half. Add adhesive
to the middle center and adhere to the top of
the identical yellow butterfly.
21. Adhere the other butterflies where you
desire.
22. Use a black pen to dot the page with
lines.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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"Love Your Smile" Scrapbook Page
By: Arnold Grummer's
Show the world those pearly whites with
this creative idea for a scrapbook page using
handmade paper. It's easy to learn how to
create a scrapbook layout like this page with
these quick and easy steps.

3. Adhere casts in windows. Use double
stick tape and photo corners to attach
photo.
4. Finish with hand written 'Love Your' and
metal word 'Smile' and date in left
corner.

Supplies:








Photo corners
Double stick tape
Arnold Grummer's Butterfly Ceramic
Casting Mold
12" x 12" papers: light green embossed,
coordinating plain green, white
Black and White photo
Arnold Grummer's Cotton Linter Casting
Squares: 2 oz package
Arnold Grummer's Paper Additive

Steps:
1. Create 3 butterfly casts. Trim to 2" x 2"
when dry.
2. Cut green cardstock to 9 3/4 inch
square. Use a craft knife to make three
2" x 2" windows for casts. Mount on
10" x 10" white cardstock.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Baby Photo Scrapbook Page
By: Kay Williamson for Arnold Grummer's
This handmade paper scrapbook page will
be the perfect accompaniment for all those
adorable baby photos. GO pink for girls or a
nice baby blue for your favorite new guy!

2. Use directions on photo frame package
to cover front of photo frame with
handmade paper. A 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"
sheet is large enough to cover the
frame front.
3. Embellish photo front with 3D stickers
and ribbon available at your local craft
or scrapbook store.
4. Cover frame back with coordinating text
weight paper (hot pink used here).
5.

Assemble frame, slide in picture. Listen
for 'oohs' and 'aahs'.

Supplies:










Text weight paper: 1 sheet, 8 1/2" x
11", pink
Arnold Grummer's Tissue Tints: Color
for Paper and Casts
Gluestick
Arnold Grummer's Iridescent Flakes
Arnold Grummer's Papermill Complete
Kit
Arnold Grummer's Cotton Linter PreShredded: 8 oz package
Arnold Grummer's Angel Wings: Pink
3D embellishment stickers
Arnold Grummer's Photo Frame Set

Steps:
1. Blend white photocopy paper from the
recycle bin, 1/2 pink Paper Tint strip, 1
pink angel wing, a dash of iridescent
flakes and a pinch of cotton linter to
make handmade paper. Follow the
usual steps for paper making.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Best Friends Scrapbook Page
Steps:
By: Courtesy of Arnold Grummer's
Show off your favorite photo of your BFF
with this cute idea using recycled paper.
Make it into a photo frame or incorporate it
into a fun scrapbook layout you can give to
your bestie - just follow the steps for this
best friends scrapbook page!

1. Recycle any white paper or envelope,
adding pink Tissue Tints, 1 or 2 pink or
red angel wings and a pinch of
iridescent flakes to pulp while blending.
2. Cover photo frame with paper when dry
following directions on package.
3. Insert favorite 'best friend' photo.
4. Embellish with ribbon, 3D shapes and
word stickers.

Supplies:











Arnold Grummer's Angel Wings: Multi
Color Mix
Arnold Grummer's Tissue Tints: Color
for Paper and Casts
Arnold Grummer's Photo Frame Set
Arnold Grummer's Iridescent Flakes
Arnold Grummer's Papermill Complete
Kit
Glue stick
Ribbon
Word stickers
craft knife, Scissors
3D stickers

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Camping with Dad Scrapbook Page
Instructions
By: Kandi Corp
Let natural beeswax pigments adorn your
camping trip scrapbook page. Create the
look of falling leaves and add acorns, moss
and other items to bring back the feel of the
wilderness. Don't forget to pick out your
five favorite photos!

1. Crop 5 different photos.
2. Cut pieces of patterned paper, such as
grass, leaves, outdoor scenes, to mount
your photos on.
3. Mount your photos to plain cardstock
paper using adhesive.
4. Turn on the Hot Wax Art® Stylus,
Preheat for about 2 minutes. Be careful.
The metal end of the Stylus and the tip
get very hot! DO NOT TOUCH ANY
METAL PARTS of the Stylus or tips while
in use. Use the Hot Wax Art ® Stylus
with the Calligraphy Tip inserted in the
end to apply the Natural BeesWax
Pigments to embellish the patterned
“outdoor scene” paper.
5. Attach the Trowel Tip to the Hot Wax
Art® Stylus (allow the Stylus to cool
before changing tips).

Tools



Hot Wax Art® Stylus
Professional Touch® Hotfix Applicator

Materials









12” x 12” Scrapbook paper (any color)
Patterned Cardstock
5 of your favorite photos
Hot Wax Art® Berry BeesWax Pigments
Hot Wax Art® Natural BeesWax
Pigments
Hot Wax Art® Metallic BeesWax
Pigments
Brass It Up™ HotFix embellishments
Adhesive

6. Using the Trowel tip, apply two colors
of wax such as green and blue to the
page. Press down with the Trowel tip on
scrapbook page to create the “Falling
Leaf” effect.
7. Turn on the Professional Touch®.
Preheat for about 2 minutes. Be careful.
The metal end of the Professional
Touch® and the tip get very hot! DO
NOT TOUCH ANY METAL PARTS of the
Professional Touch® or tips while in use.
Use Kandi’s Professional Touch® HotFix
Applicator and the 9mm Flat Tip to
apply the Brass It Up™ HotFix
embellishment at the corners of your
photos.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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8. To provide your personalized touch,
add moss, acorns and leaves with your
glue gun.
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Fifth Grade Scrapbook Layout
By: Jennifer Ellefson for Spellbinders
This is a great easy scrapbook layout for any
boy themed page but it works especially
well to highlight age. Use this free
scrapbook layout to commemorate your
favorite boy's school year like this simple
Fifth Grade Scrapbook idea.

Tags 5 (S4-081) and Classic Squares
Small (S4-128).
2. From green paper cut the year—don’t
forget the apostrophe. Add them to the
large star, and cut a small star. Add it to
an orange star.
3. Embellish one of the tags by embossing
a star die into it.
4. With patterned paper, trim around
swoosh, title letters and the circular
element. Adhere to the cardstock base.
5. Crop and mat photos. Add them to the
page.
6. Assemble the remaining elements of
the page: journaling, rub-ons, white
doodle stars, star paperclips and star
brads.

Materials:










Spellbinders Die Templates S4-092
Stars, S4-128 Classic Squares Small, S4081 Tags 5, L2-09 Julius Font
Prism Papaya Puree Dark and Sage
Medium cardstocks
Scrappin’ Sports & More Academic
patterned papers and Fifth Grade rubons
Creative Impressions star brads and
paperclip
Copic YR09 marker
White gel pen
stamps

Steps:
1. Using the orange paper, cut/emboss a
pair of different sized Stars (S4-092),

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Je T'aime Wedding Scrapbook
Layout
By: Beth Pingry for Spellbinders
Je t’aime means "I Love You" in French,
and this happy couple defines that phrase.
Silver and gold keys and a heart in flight,
adorned in glitter, make the layout suitable
for framing. A great free wedding scrapbook
layout!





black ink
glitter glue
tulle

Steps:
1. Start with two 3 1/2" x 5" photos, and
one 5" x 7". In image-editing software,
convert to black and white, blur slightly
and “burn” along the outer edges.
2. Mat the small photos on black
cardstock.
3. With a swirls stamp and silver ink,
stamp along the edge of the large white
mat, 5 1/2" x 7 1/2". Mat the remaining
photo onto 5 1/4" x 7 1/4" Silver Mirri
paper, then the white stamped mat,
leaving out the adhesive along the right
side where the Labels 1 gets hidden
away.

Materials:









Spellbinders Products S3-004
Symbology, S3-107 Decorative Photo
Corners, S4-14 Timeless Heritage, S4136 Classic Heart, S4-142 Large Classic
Rectangle, Large, S4-144 Large Classic
Rectangle, Small, S4-161 Labels 1, L2-14
Excalibur Font, S4-073 Artist Trading
Card
WordWin Dark Heritage Black; Light,
Medium and Dark Lovely Lilac
Silver Gold Mirri Card papers
Clearsnap ColorBox Quicksilver Pigment
ink
Wisteria Chalk ink
Stamps
coin envelope

4. Cut and emboss the following dies:
1. Decorative Photo Corners (S3107) from black cardstock,
embellish with Stickles.
2. Fleur de lis (Symbology, S3-004)
from Silver Mirri.
3. Crown and key (Timeless
Heritage S4-014 and ATC retired) from Silver Mirri,
embellish with Stickles.
4. Key (Timeless Heritage) from
Gold Mirri, embellish with
Stickles.
5. Heart (Classic Hear S4-136)
from Dark Lovely Lilac, stamp
music notes, embellish with
Stickles.
6. Wings (ATC-retired) from Light
Lovely Lilac, ink through the die
with Wisteria Chalk ink.
7. Labels 1 (S4-161) with Medium
Lovely Lilac, stamp with lines
and swirls stamps in Quicksilver
ink.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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8. Classic Rectangle, Large (S4132) in Medium Lovely Lilac (for
journaling). Attach fleur de lis.
9. Classic rectangles in pattern
paper.
10. Title letters, in Excalibur font
and black cardstock.
11. allow Stickles to dry completely
before using on layout.
5. Attach a strip of striped paper along the
left half of the background paper.
6. Attach smaller photos at top and
bottom of right side of layout.
7. Adhere small coin envelope, (flap is cut
off) to the back of the Labels 1 die, then
adhere that, tucked under the silver
photo mat. The rectangle with fleur de
lis slides inside the hidden envelope for
hidden journaling. The labels 1 die cut
should be about ¼ covered by the
photo.
8. Attach Decorative photo corners to 5" x
7" photo.
9. Arrange and adhere the pattern paper
rectangles with the heart and wings and
2 keys under the 5" x 7" photo, slightly
overlapping.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Romantic Wedding Scrapbook
Layout
By: Valoree Albert for Krylon
Textured paints, stickers, and fabric trim
create a beautiful page that's easy to
complete.

around frame.
4. Spray a few smaller daisy stickers with
Glitter. Let dry.
5. Place a few daisy stickers on side
border.
6. Trim patterned paper and place near
bottom of craft tag.
7. Place small piece of handmade paper
over patterned paper on tag.
8. Spray a small piece of vellum with
Glitter. Let dry.
9. Journal on vellum and place on tag.
10. Fold tag over at the top and secure with
glittered covered daisy.

Materials:








Krylon Glitter Spray - Glistening Gold
(#401)
Krylon Make It Stone!® Textured Paints
- Charcoal Sand (#18202)
Fabric Trim
Printed Embossed Patterned Paper
Big Daisies Stickers
Cardstock- green, white
Small piece of green handmade paper

11. Mount on layout.

For more project ideas, please visit
www.krylon.com/projects.

Steps:
1. Trim green cardstock to 12" × 4".
Mount on left side of patterned paper.
Mount fabric trim over paper.
2. Spray white cardstock with Make It
Stone!®. Let dry. Mount photo on stone
cardstock and trim.
3. Place large daisy stickers at bottom of
the photo frame. Add smaller stickers

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wedding Scrapbook
Layout
By: Linda Duke for Spellbinders
This wedding scrapbook layout features four
delicate and elegant butterflies that began as
white die cuts. After embossing them in the
Wizard, use Copic marker and airbrush
system to color through the stencil holes. A
bit of glitters symbolizes that the spark of
love will always be present with the couple.

another but for now, leave one all
white. While the other is still in the die,
airbrush it using Copic Markers.
2. Remove from die when finished
airbrushing through the Template and
now spray the entire piece, softening
the edges of the coloring.
3. Add glitter using the glue pen.
4. Place 3 Glue Dots on the all white
butterfly, fold the stamen in half, and
place on the middle dot.
5. Layer each butterfly as shown.
6. Trim silver paper and add strip to the
layout. Adhere matted photo on top.
7. Cut title letters from white fun foam
and add to the silver strip.
8. Add butterflies to the layout.

Materials:










Spellbinders Die Templates S3-146
Butterflies 2, L3-09 Julius Font (Retired)
Copic Sketch Marker Pale Pink and
Airbrush system
Mini Glue Dots
Sakura glue pen
Patterned paper
white and silver cardstock
glitter
flower stamens
white fun foam

Steps:
1. For each butterfly adorning the page,
cut/emboss two butterflies. They will
eventually be stacked on top of one

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Showers of Fun Scrapbook Layout
By: Lauren Johnston for Krylon
Punched paper flowers, glitter spray, and
rhinestones add a sparkling feminine touch
to any shower layout.

4. Make thin line of silver on lavender
ripple header with Silver Leafing Pen.
5. Adhere all pieces with Spray adhesive.
Adhere rhinestones with glue.

For more project ideas, please visit
www.krylon.com/projects.

Materials:








Krylon Glitter Spray - Shimmering Silver
(#402)
Krylon Leafing Pens - Silver (#9902)
Krylon Spray Adhesive - Clear (#7011)
Cardstock – lavender, purple, fuchsia
Flower Punch
Rhinestones
Glue

Steps:
1. Spray solid color cardstock (lavender,
purple, fuchsia) with Silver Glitter. Let
dry.
2. From glittered cardstock, cut mats for
photos, tag and umbrellas. Punch
flowers.
3. Using thick side of Silver Leafing Pen,
line all four sides of Purple cardstock
mats before adhering photos.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Vintage Wedding Day Scrapbook
Layout
By: Cathy Chlebana for Spellbinders
Celebrate a vintage wedding by featuring a
treasured photo on this scrapbook layout.

3. Cut apart the yellow buds from the
stems and adhere the bud to the green
stems. You may want to trim the green
bud a bit.
4. Print journaling block and cut/emboss
with Classic Rectangles, Large (S4-132).
5. Cut/emboss Scalloped Rectangle Large
(S4-133) and add journaling block.
6. Trim cream patterned paper and mount
onto background paper.
7. Add photo and journaling block.
8. Glue the roses over the photo as
shown.
9. Finish by adding rub-ons to three
corners of the page.

Materials:









Spellbinders Die Templates S3-001
Rose, S4-132 Classic Rectangles, Large,
S4-133 Classic Scallop Rectangles, Large
Avery textured printable canvas
WorldWin cardstocks
Fancy Pants rub-ons
Handmade black and gold paper
cream patterned paper
adhesive roller

Steps:
1. Using photo editing software change
the color tone of the photo to sepia and
print on Avery’s printable canvas. Trim
and mat onto black hand-made paper.
2. Cut/Emboss two (2) Roses (S3-001)
from green and yellow cardstocks.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Beach Days Scrapbook Layouts
Beach Day Scrapbook Layout
By: Stephanie Barnard for AMACO
A Day at the Beach scrapbook page created
using metal embossing, wire form and stamp
art is easy to create with these simple steps.
Keep your sandy memories safe forever with
this cute quick and easy scrapbook layout
idea.

Steps:
1. Using Sizzix die cut machine; cut two
Star Fish, one Sand Dollar, two Shells
and eight photo corners from
ArtEmboss® metal.
2. Add photo corners to photograph
corners. Matt pictures with WireForm®,
cutting carefully with scissors.
3. Cut two light brown strips of cardstock.
Adhere to back of photo matts with
nailheads.
4. Adhere brown strip to bottom section
of layout. Cut WireForm® strip 2 inches
by 13 inches. Attach WireForm® to
layout by bending edges around layout.
5. Adhere metal die cuts to border.
6. Stamp title and heat emboss to set ink.
7. Turn title block over and emboss the
word ‘Beach’ (backwards) with a stylus.
8. Bend top edge of title block over fiber
piece. Tie at the top, and adhere to
layout with nailhead.

Materials:










AMACO ArtEmboss Medium Weight
Aluminum
AMACO WireForm Diamond Mesh
Aluminum
AMACO Metal Stamp Art Ink Pad - Rust
Glue Dots International
Timeless Touches Fibers
Sizzix Dies — Shell, Sand Dollar, Star
Fish and Photo Corners
All Night Media Alphabet Stamps
DMD Paper Reflections Cardstock
JewelCraft Nailheads

9. Computer journal onto light brown
cardstock. Add WireForm® and
nailheads as shown.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Beachy Memories Scrapbook
Layout

following the manufacturer’s directions.
Do not attach hinges at this time. Store
in a safe place for later use.

By: Diana Duval for Diamond Tech

2. Start Painting! Paint the entire Memory
Book with a basic white primer. Once
the primer is dry, paint the entire
Memory Book with a light blue acrylic
paint (such as Delta Ceramacoat, Blue
Heaven).

The stained glass mosaic technique adds
dimension to any scrapbook layout. Use this
idea for a fun, beach inspired scrapbook for
all your vacation memories.

3. Use Pattern as a Guide! Lightly sketch
or transfer the pattern onto book. To
transfer the design, tape carbon
transfer paper and enlarged pattern in
place. Do not outline individual waves,
as nipped glass pieces will vary in size
and may not conform exactly to
pattern.

Materials:











Polyvinyl acetate glue (PVA) or mosaic
glue
Jennifer’s Mosaics Wheeled Glass
Nippers
Jennifer’s Mosaics Sunburst Pre-Cut
Jennifer’s Mosaics Charmers - Variety
Mix
Small Paint Brush
Acrylic Paints
Pencil
Wooden Memory Book Kit
Jennifer’s Mosaics Teal Stained Glass
Chips
Optional: Carbon Transfer Paper or
Scissors

For pattern, click here.
Steps:
1. Get your area ready! Cover work area
with newspaper to protect surface from
splatters. Place the Wooden Memory
Book on the newspaper. Prepare the
Wooden Memory Book surface

4. Place Precut! Using PVA glue or mosaic
glue, adhere precut into place.
5. Cut Stained Glass Chips! In order to
create waves, center glass chip
between the blades of the nipper, and
nip. Follow this procedure and nip both
of the previously nipped glass chips into
two more pieces. Each strip should be
about 1/8” wide. You should get about
4 strips out of each 3/4” glass chip.
(Photo shows strips ending
approximately 2” from the bottom of
the book). Arrange glass wave into your
desired position and glue into place.
6. Paint The Picture! Now you can begin
painting the details. This is your
opportunity to be creative! You may
use the pattern below or let your
imagination flow. If painting is not
where your passion lies, you may
choose to use pre-cuts or perhaps
create the palm tree with stained glass
chips. You may also choose to place
snapshots into the scene for a more

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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personalized look.
7. Finish up! If you have decided to follow
the pattern, it is now time to glue the
stars into place. Place a small dot of
PVA glue or mosaic glue to the back of
each star and secure in place.
8. Put it together! Now that your
masterpiece is created, it is time to put
the book together. Follow the
manufacturer’s directions for
assembling your Wooden Memory
Book.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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The Beach Scrapbook Layout
By: Stephanie Barnard for Krylon
Stone paint creates wonderful “sandy beach”
accents, while Stained Glass Blue provides
the glossy blue water.

3. Spray Stained Glass Blue onto a
transparency. Let dry.
4. Cut transparency in the shape of waves
for the bottom of the layout and the
title.
5. Carefully cut off charm shanks with wire
cutters and adhere fish to the bottom
of the layout with Mini Glue Dots.
6. Adhere transparency to layout using
Spray Adhesive. Add the small piece to
the title block.

Materials:














Krylon Make It Stone!® Textured Paints
- Charcoal Sand (#18202)
Krylon Stained Glass Color - Blue
(#9021)
Krylon Spray Adhesive - Clear (#7011)
Krylon Preserve It!® Digital Photo &
Paper Protectant - Clear (#7026)
22 Gauge Wire Non-Tarnish Gold
Nylon Jaw Pliers
Round Nose Pliers
Wire Cutters
Gold Fish Charms
2" Dot Alphabet Die Cuts
Cardstock
Mini Glue Dots
Memory Glue Dots

Steps:
1. Spray Make It Stone!® onto one 12" ×
12" sheet of tan cardstock, according to
directions on the can. Let dry.
2. Tear into strips for bottom border,
photo bottom and title bottom.

7. Using a diecut machine, cut title out of
Make It Stone!® Sand cardstock. Adhere
letters to blue cardstock and matt with
white cardstock.
8. Create the title by bending wire by
hand.
9. Adhere small piece of blue transparency
and torn sand.
10. Adhere to blue cardstock using wire
staples. Mat with white cardstock.
11. Add title to the layout.
12. Computer journal on blue cardstock and
add three fish to the bottom of the
journaling block. Mat with white, blue
and another white piece of cardstock
and adhere to layout.
13. Spray photo with Preserve It!® Gloss
Finish. Let dry.
14. Mat photo with blue and white
cardstock. Adhere to layout.

For more project ideas, please visit
www.krylon.com/projects.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Surf 'N Sand Scrapbook Layout
By: Lori Bergmann for Krylon
Stone textured paint looks like sand from the
beach–perfect for your summertime
scrapbook pages!

bottom edge.
2. Cut out title and apply Repositionable
Adhesive to the back of each letter.
Glue to larger strip to create a mask and
spray over with Make It Stone!® paint.
When dry, carefully remove letters to
reveal tan color underneath.
3. Spray tag with one coat of Make It
Stone!® paint and set aside to dry. Print
out journaling onto plain computer
paper and place piece of blue vellum
over the top. Trace with black pen,
shade edges with blue pastel color and
glue to stone tag background. Attach
eyelet and fibers to complete tag as
shown.

Materials:















Krylon Make It Stone!® Textured Paints
- Charcoal Sand (#18202)
Krylon Preserve It!® Digital Photo &
Paper Protectant - Clear Gloss (#7026)
Krylon Spray Adhesive - Spray Adhesive
(#7011)
Krylon Easy-Tack™ Repositionable
Adhesive - Easy-Tack™ Repositionable
Adhesive (#7021)
Blue, Natural and Light Tan cardstocks
Light Blue vellum
Fibers
Brown oval eyelet
Sand Dollar diecuts
Alphabet diecuts
Black pen
Pastel crayons
Craft knife

Steps:
1. Cut one strip of tan cardstock to
approximately 3" high and another strip
approximately 5" high; tear the top
edge of each one. Create a simple tag
by trimming the top corners of a 4" × 5
1/2" piece of tan cardstock and tear the

4. Die cut sand dollar shapes from tan and
natural cardstock (2 each). Carefully cut
out centers from tan shapes with a craft
knife and adhere to center of natural
shapes. Shade with sandy brown pastel
colors all around edges.
5. Protect digital photo with Preserve It!®
spray and let dry. Leave narrow white
border around photo, then layer onto
torn blue cardstock mat.
6. Layer and glue down both tan strips at
bottom of layout, leaving approximately
¼" of blue cardstock at the bottom edge
showing. Tuck in one sand dollar and
photo; glue all down. Add tag and last
sand dollar to background to complete
project as shown. Glue down portions
of fibers to help keep its shape, if
desired.

For more project ideas, please visit
www.krylon.com/projects.

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Family Memories
Instructions

Daddy's Girl Scrapbook Layout
By: Cara Mariano for Sizzix
Display pictures of Dad with his favorite
little girl in this cute scrapbook page. Dad
will love this for Father's Day.

Create a scrapbook page out of colored
cardstock. Layer patterned paper and a
photo and adhere to page. Die-cut letters out
of cardstock and adhere to page. Die-cut a
Circle and Scallop Circle out of cardstock
and adhere to page. Pen details onto circle.
Embellish with ribbons.

Materials
Brand Items




655116 - Sizzix Bigz Alphabet Set 4 Dies
- Boss-O!
655980 - Sizzix Texturz Texture Plates Kit #19
656054 - Sizzix Bigz XL Die - Album,
Scallop Circle

Other Supplies





Cardstock
Patterned Paper
Pen
Ribbon

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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1. Spray white Webbing on one 12" × 12"
sheet of blue cardstock, according to
directions. Let dry.

Family Love Scrapbook Layout
By: Stephanie Barnard for Krylon
Textured paints, beads and wire dress up this
simply elegant scrapbook layout.

2. Using die cut machine, cut six squares
out of webbed cardstock. Cut two
squares in half, mat with white and add
to corners of the layout.
3. Computer journal on blue cardstock,
and tear bottom. Add heart nailheads
and mat with white and white webbed
cardstock.
4. Mat four remaining squares with white
cardstock. Adhere letter nailheads to
the squares. Add beads to wire and
wrap around squares. Adhere to blue
cardstock using Pop-Up Glue Dots. Mat
with white and adhere to layout using
Memory Glue Dots.
5. Spray photos with Preserve It! Gloss.
Let dry. Mat photos with white webbed
cardstock and white cardstock. Adhere
to layout.

For more project ideas, please visit
www.krylon.com/projects.
Materials:











Krylon Webbing Spray - White Whisper
(#602)
Krylon Preserve It!® Digital Photo &
Paper Protectant - Clear (#7026)
26 Gauge Wire, Non-Tarnish Silver
Alphabet and Heart Nailheads
Craft True Love Beads
Square Die Cuts
Cardstock - blue, white
Glue Dots
Pop-Up Glue Dots
Sandpaper

Steps:

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Family Scrapbook Layout
By: Valoree Albert for Krylon
Neutral colors, textured paint, and simple
journaling make family and your photo the
true star of this page.

Trim a strip of periwinkle cardstock and
mount over the bottom of the celery
cardstock using Spray Adhesive.
2. Tear one tan cardstock into a wide strip
and adhere over celery cardstock using
Spray Adhesive.
3. Crumble and lightly tear edges of
remaining tan cardstock. Flatten slightly
and spay back with Spray Adhesive and
mount layout.
4. Spray a piece of black cardstock with
White Onyx Make It Stone!®. Trim into
a thin strip and place on periwinkle
cardstock; trim and mount on layout
using round nailheads.

Materials:















Krylon Make It Stone!® Textured Paints
- White Onyx (#18213)
Krylon Preserve It!® Digital Photo &
Paper Protectant - Clear (#7027)
Krylon Spray Adhesive - Clear (#7011)
Krylon Glitter Spray - Glistening Gold
(#401)
Krylon Webbing Spray - Gold Chiffon
(#603)
Krylon Leafing Pens - 18 KT. Gold
(#9901)
Cardstock: black, tan (2), periwinkle,
celery
Vellum
Printed ribbon
Round nailheads
Star eyelet
Metal rimmed tag
Letter Sticker
Craft knife

Steps:
1. Trim celery cardstock and mount on
black cardstock using Spray Adhesive.

5. Print photo on photo paper and trim,
leaving a thin white edge. Spray with
Preserve It!® and let dry. Mount on
black cardstock with Spray Adhesive;
trim and mat on layout.
6. Cut corners from cardstock and color
with 18 KT Gold Leafing Pen. Mount on
corners of photo.
7. Spray printed ribbon with Glistening
Gold Glitter Spray and place below
photo.
8. Spray black cardstock with Gold Chiffon
Webbing Spray. Trim title, “family”,
using a craft knife. Mount on layout
using Spray Adhesive.
9. Spray vellum with Preserve It!®, add
journaling text, and spray again. Adhere
to layout with Spray Adhesive.
10. Add metal rimmed tag, secured by star
eyelet. Color rim with 18 KT Gold
Leafing Pen.
11. Add “I” sticker to tag

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Hiking with the Dogs Scrapbook
Page
By: Amy Law
Making a scrapbook page of a fun hike with
your beloved pets is a perfect way to relive
the memory over and over. The touch of
metallic thread adds a subtle sparkle that
brings color and texture to the page,
showcasing your favorite pictures. This page
features our Iron-on thread plus a little
stitching with our basic metallic thread.
Scroll down to the bottom of this page to see
the completed design.

1. Turn on your iron to the highest setting
and let it heat thoroughly.
2. Cut out all pieces. Cut a 3" strip of
Forest Green Cardstock that is as tall as
your page. Punch three squares out of
the strip, towards the top (see picture
for reference.) Set aside the punched
squares. Cut three smaller squares of
Medium Green Paper. Cut one small
heart shape from your White Paper.
Trim your photos to the desired size.
3. Attach your heart to the bottom of your
Forest Green Cardstock strip. Set your
eyelet in the center of the heart. Use
your needle to poke 12 holes around
the heart, in a larger heart shape. Sew
your heart using the 008 Green braid,
and secure the ends in the back.
4. Position all your pieces on the Waterfall
background and attach them. Begin
embellishing your page with the Silver
Iron-On thread. Outline each square
opening on your Forest Green
Cardstock. Then carefully outline your
photos with the iron-on thread.

Materials:










Photos
Forest Green Cardstock, Medium Green
& White Paper
Waterfall paper, #7024 from Far &
Away Scrapbooks
2" Square Punch
Needle
Silver eyelet
Kreinik Iron-On Thread: 1/8" Ribbon
6020 Silver
Kreinik Tapestry #12 Braid 008 Green
Kreinik Teflon press cloth
Mini iron or household iron

Kreinik threads available through
needlework stores or www.kreinik.com.

Steps:

Find thousands of free crafts, decorating ideas, handmade gifts and more at www.FaveCrafts.com.
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Our Family Scrapbook Layout
By: Stephanie Barnard for Krylon
Elegant vellum, wispy webbing spray and
shimmering stone paint combine in a lovely
way to feature any black and white photo.

1. Lightly spray Silver Webbing onto one
12" × 12" sheet of black cardstock.
2. Spray Metallic Silver Make It Stone!®
Onto one 12" × 12" sheet of black
cardstock. Let dry.
3. Spray vellum with Preserve It!®, let dry
and computer print journaling onto
vellum. Spray again with Preserve It!®.
Tear vellum, as shown.
4. Tear a strip of the Metallic Stone
cardstock and vellum to form border.
Adhere to Silver Webbed cardstock with
Spray Adhesive. Using a die cut
machine, cut tags from black cardstock
and Metallic Stone cardstock. Add
fibers and vellum words to tags with
nailheads.

Materials:











Krylon Webbing Spray - Silver Shiver
(#604)
Krylon Make It Stone!® Metallic
Textured Paints - Silver (#8261)
Krylon Preserve It!® Digital Photo &
Paper Protectant - Clear (#7026)
Krylon Spray Adhesive - Clear (#7011)
Nailheads
Tag Die Cuts
Fibers
Cardstock: black (3)
Vellum
Adhesive dots, mini

5. Add title to layout with nailheads.
6. Spray photos with Preserve It!®. Let dry.
Mat photo with vellum and black
cardstock using Spray Adhesive.

For more project ideas, please visit
www.krylon.com/projects.

Steps:
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Simple Scrapbook Layouts
eBook from www.FaveCrafts.com
Included in this eBook:


Birthday and Summer Scrapbook Pages



Special Moments Scrapbook Layouts



Beach Days Scrapbook Layouts



Family Scrapbook Layouts

Sign up for our free crafting newsletter and receive more low-cost collections, free craft projects, quick
tips, home décor ideas and more right in your inbox every week.
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